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Tuning magnetic response of epitaxial iron-silicide nanoislands by controlled self-assembled growth
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We investigated the dependence of the magnetic response from epitaxial Si-rich iron-silicide nanostructures
on their geometry. By varying substrate orientation and deposition parameters, we altered the growth kinetics
and the lattice matching conditions at the silicide/silicon interface. These affected the silicide nanoisland crystal
structure, size, shape, and proximity due to spatial ordering and, consequently, their magnetic response in terms
of shape and opening of the respective hysteresis loops. In particular, we demonstrated correlation between
magnetic anisotropy, expressed as the hysteresis coercive field, and the nanoisland spatial length-to-width aspect
ratio. This correlation is explained by the contribution of undercoordinated island edge atoms to the overall
measured magnetic behavior of the nanoisland arrays. Further, the island self-ordering along periodic surface
steps adds dipolar interactions between the otherwise superparamagnetic nanoislands, consequently resulting in
a magnetic response resembling that of a superspin glass.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interest in epitaxial/self-assembled (SA) (bottom-up)
or lithographically defined (top-down) magnetic nanostruc-
tures (MNSs) is due to fundamental mesoscopic and nanoscale
physics and their technological potential for spin electronics
[1–10]. Ferromagnets exhibit both temperature-dependent and
size-dependent transitions. Ferromagnets turn paramagnetic
above the Curie temperature (TC) and can exhibit a super-
paramagnetic (SPM) state below a critical single domain size.
Therefore, SPM often takes place in nanostructures, where,
at least in the static regime, multidomain micromagnetic
structures become energetically unfavorable, facilitating en-
sembles of noninteracting single-domain nanoparticles instead
[5,11,12]. The SPM state shows paramagneticlike S-shape
closed magnetization curves with high magnetic susceptibility
above a blocking temperature (Tb < TC) and a hysteresis loop
below Tb because reversal of magnetic moments is slower than
the measurement time. Size-dependent magnetic properties
and response of the MNS make them a scientifically and tech-
nologically attractive new class of materials [13–15]. However,
at these single-domain dimensions, typically a few tens of
nanometers, the size-dependent Tb, where magnetic anisotropy
energy (MAE) is comparable to the thermal energy, is often
significantly below room temperature (RT) [1,11,16]. This
phenomenon is the main obstacle to implementation of MNS
as ultrahigh-density magnetic recording materials [17] and
magneto-optically active nanocomposites [18]. These devices
require easy-axis anisotropy with high remanence and large
coercive fields, which for many MNSs occurs at temperatures
below RT, too low for technological applications. Often times,
the coercivity gradually increases with decreasing size down
to a critical, single-domain size. Further reduction of the MNS
below this size causes a sharp decrease in coercivity down to
zero [19]. Therefore, the challenge for ultrahigh density data
storage is to fabricate MNS with reduced size while delaying
the onset of superparamagnetism [20]. This can be done by
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finding materials or MNSs with high magnetic anisotropies
[21] to yield correspondingly high coercivities [22,23].

While top-down lithography methods allow for precision
and repeatability of the fabricated features, bottom-up SA and
its higher degree in terms of positional ordering, named self-
organization or self-ordering (SO), offer tailoring of the nan-
odeposit structural, morphological, and magnetic characteris-
tics resolved to various stages of evolution [14,24–27]. A pop-
ular method of SA is heteroepitaxial growth, where the desired
species are evaporated onto a well-defined surface in ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV). These species form nanostructures by sponta-
neous nucleation and growth due to a combination of chemical,
thermodynamic, and kinetic factors. Metal silicides readily
SA on Si substrates, when metallic adatoms are supplied to
the surface and heated to catalyze the metal-silicon (Me-Si)
reaction, either during deposition [reactive deposition epitaxy
(RDE)] or by postdeposition anneals [solid phase epitaxy
(SPE)] [28–33]. By varying substrate orientation and hence the
surface symmetry and periodicity, the geometric shape of the
growing nanostructures can be controlled to some degree due
to crystallographic constraints imposed by anisotropy and lat-
tice match conditions. For example, while twofold symmetry
of the {001} and {110} surfaces favors elongated shapes [34–
36], nanostructures growing on a threefold symmetrical {111}
surface attain a more compact, hexagonal shape [37]. Growth
on periodically stepped vicinal surfaces provides more control
over size and positioning of the nanostructures, which SO
along the ledges by a step-decoration mechanism [38–41]. Fi-
nally, compatibility of silicide MNS with Si-based process en-
gineering adds a technological incentive for their exploration.

MexSi1-x MNS based on ferromagnetic transition metals
(where Me = Fe, Ni, Co and x � 0.5 as a minimal prerequisite
for ferromagnetism) have been successfully realized [42–46]
because most equilibrium binary Me-Si diagrams contain sev-
eral Me-rich phases, typically Me3Si, Me2Si, and Me5Si3. The
Fe-Si system, for example, has Fe3Si and Fe5Si3, which attract
interest for spintronic devices, especially the Heusler-type
Fe3Si [47,48]. Magnetic silicides can significantly simplify
fabrication of nanomagnets because deposition of buffer layers
for preventing ferromagnet-silicon reaction [49] may no longer
be necessary. Surprisingly, even in silicide MNS with x < 0.5,
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such as FeSi2 nanostructures, a ferromagnetic response has
been reported [36,50–52], including by Tripathi et al. [40,41].
To date, this phenomenon has been explained mostly by
local Fe-rich defects expected in nanostructures [50–53]. Such
defects are likely to form at discontinuities of the crystal lattice,
such as surfaces, interfaces, edges, and corners, where atoms
are undercoordinated. In sufficiently small nanostructures, the
relative proportion of such boundaries may prevail over the
volume. Indeed, Rusponi et al. have shown that edge atoms
in Co monolayer islands on Pt(111) contribute 20 times more
MAE than the surface and bulk atoms altogether [54].

In view of the contribution of edge atoms, higher coer-
civities are expected in elongated structures, where perimeters
dominate over surface areas. In this paper, we varied geometric
shapes by epitaxially growing FeSi2 nanoislands with different
crystal structures. While FeSi2 phases are paramagnetic in their
bulk form, we demonstrate that edge atoms facilitate ferromag-
netic ordering in epitaxial FeSi2. The increase of magnetic
coercivity, acquired with the nanoisland mean length-to-width
aspect ratio, indicates a significant contribution of edge atoms.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Experiments were conducted in an UHV variable-
temperature scanning tunneling microscope (VT-STM) by
Omicron Nanotechnology GmbH, equipped with low- (LEED)
and reflection high- (RHEED) energy electron diffraction
(20 kV), Auger electron spectrometer (AES), and capable
of operation up to 1250 °C by direct-current heating, as
described in our recent works [30–33,37–41,55]. The 4°-
miscut Si(111) and 2°-miscut Si(001) wafers were cut into
10 mm×1 mm strips, chemically degreased and cleaned ex
vacuo. In UHV (base pressure 1×10−8 Pa), after thorough
degassing, the oxide was evaporated by repeated flashes at
1150–1200 °C. The clean Si surface was then cooled slowly
until both diffraction and STM showed well-ordered (7×7) and
mixed (2×1) + (1×2) reconstructions in case of Si(111) and
Si(001), respectively. Subsequently, Fe was e-beam evaporated
from a pure wire onto the both substrate types held at RT.
Consequently, the samples underwent annealing treatments
under continuous STM imaging so that a particular evolving
surface morphology could be fixed and the sample removed
for ex-situ analyses. The initial Fe coverage, θ , was estimated
from image analysis of unreacted metal clusters immediately
after the deposition, assuming a spherical shape, as described
elsewhere (cf. Refs. [37–41] and [55]). Thus, samples S1,
S2, and S3 and samples S4 and S5 were obtained on Si(001)
and Si(111) surfaces, respectively. For example, S1 and S3
were obtained by a single annealing step of a few and
∼1–2 equivalent monolayers (eq. MLs, where 1 eq. ML of
Fe = 0.70×1015 atoms/cm2) by heating to 550 °C. Sample
S2, with a sub-ML Fe coverage, was gradually annealed to
750 °C throughout several annealing cycles, with STM control
inspection after each cycle in order to stop the experiment
once the desired morphology appeared. Samples S4 and S5
were obtained in this mode, with a terminating annealing
step at 500 °C and 550 °C, respectively, of different initial
Fe coverages: 1 < θ < 2 eq. MLs in the S5 case, and higher
coverage 2 < θ < 10 eq. MLs in the S4 case. None of the
samples exceeded coverage of 10 MLs.

The STM images were acquired using tunneling conditions
of 0.1 nA < I < 0.2 nA and −3.0 V < V < + 3.0 V in a
constant-current mode and shown as current (I rather than
z) images because in most cases I images are easier to
visualize. Image processing and topographic measurements,
though, were naturally conducted on the z images. The
scanning was 45° rotated relative to the sample stripe sides
for better imaging. While STM collects images in forward
and backward scan directions, only images acquired in a
forward direction are shown here. Freeware Image SXM
by Steve Barrett and a commercial image processing SPIP
software from Image Metrology were used for postacquisition
STM image measurements and statistical analyses of the
island dimensions and geometric shape distributions. The
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were
conducted ex situ in a UHV (3.0×10−8 Pa base pressure) 5600
multitechnique system (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA)
using a monochromated x-ray excitation source (Al Kα:
1486.6 eV) and a spherical capacitor analyzer with a 0.8 mm
slit aperture for the emitted photoelectron analysis. Magnetic
measurements were conducted ex situ using a Quantum Design
MPMS XL5 superconducting quantum interference device
(SQUID) magnetometer in a vibrating sample magnetometer
(VSM) mode. The magnetic field was applied parallel (as well
as perpendicular) to the surface along Si 〈110〉 crystallographic
directions in the both substrate orientations at temperatures of
4 K, 150 K, and 300 K. The diamagnetic background was
subtracted after measuring an identical bare Si substrate at
applied fields between 20 and 60 kOe. Field cooled (FC)
measurements were undertaken at an applied field of 1 kOe.

Selected samples were prepared for cross-sectional ob-
servation by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) along
the Si[110] zone axis and parallel to the surface steps. The
TEM samples were prepared by mechanical polishing and
low-energy Ar ion milling. High-resolution phase contrast
(HR-TEM) and z-contrast high angle annular dark field
(HAADF) scanning TEM (STEM) was applied using a JEOL
JEM 2100F TEM.

III. RESULTS

A. Structural analysis on Si(001)

Typical island shapes on Si(001) and Si(111) are shown
in Figs. 1(a)–1(d) and Figs. 1(e)–1(g), respectively. While
the islands in all samples [Figs. 1(a)–1(f)] are SA, the large
polyhedral islands in S5 [Figs. 1(f) and 1(g)] are additionally
SO along the figure diagonal, forming 1D island chains
decorating the Si(111) step-bunch edges, with the same
interchain terrace-wide separation as the step-bunches on our
vicinal Si(111) surface, and having the same in-plane 〈110〉
orientation as the step-bunches. This 1D SO is quite perfect
and extends over many micrometers [Fig. 1(g)]. Such a high
degree of SO requires a low initial Fe coverage (∼1–2 eq. MLs)
followed by a slow postdeposition annealing up to 500–550 °C,
as described in our previous publications (e.g., Ref. [40],
which captures in detail all the stages of ordering, from
disordered as-deposited Fe coverage to a perfectly ordered
step decoration). A higher coverage of a few eq. MLs in S4,
annealed up to 500 °C, resulted in a mixed surface with flat
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FIG. 1. Typical epitaxial iron-silicide nanostructures on Si sur-
faces. (a), (c), (d) Constant-current STM I images on Si(001)
and (e)–(g) Si(111) substrates. (b) Cross-sectional z-contrast STEM
micrograph (Si substrate oriented to the [110] zone axis) of a
characteristic flat-top disklike island in S1 sample in (a). Step and
island edge and elongation directions are parallel to 〈110〉 on both
substrate orientations.

circular islands surrounded by quasicontinuous film shown
in Fig. 1(e), resembling closely that described by Wawro
et al., including a strong electronic contribution to the STM
contrast [56]. The flat-top S1 disks on Si(001) in Fig. 1(a),
of about 1 nm ± 0.5 nm height above the surface, show
distinct subsurface facets in the cross-sectional z-contrast
STEM image in Fig. 1(b). The S3 islands, seen in Fig. 1(d),
are elongated huts of various lengths. Figure 1(c) shows S2
islands, which are slightly elongated bars, namely intermediate
structures between the S1 and S3 shapes.

A wide variety of stable iron-silicide phases exist in the
equilibrium Fe-Si phase diagram [57], namely cubic Heusler-
type Fe3Si, Fe2Si, Fe5Si3, cubic ε-FeSi, tetragonal α-FeSi2,
and orthorhombic β-FeSi2. Many of these phases can coexist
in thin films, as well as a number of metastable structures
stabilized epitaxially on silicon (001) and (111) surfaces
by good lattice match conditions. Most notable of these is
the cubic CaF2-type γ -FeSi2 and CsCl-type defected Fe1-xSi
structure with 0 < x < 0.5 [58–69]. The wide variety of
possible phases complicates their unambiguous identification,

FIG. 2. (a) High-resolution STM I image of a characteristic flat-
top disklike island from the S1 sample, as shown in Figs. 1(a), and 1(b)
the corresponding 90 eV LEED pattern. Reciprocal lattice deduced
from (b) well corroborates the real-space structure of the S1 surface
in (a), including the three observed reconstructions marked in (a) and
(b). (c) Ball-and-stick 2D schematic representation of the epitaxial
orientation relations between the flat-top γ -FeSi2 islands and the
Si(001) substrate surface.

especially considering close similarity of crystal structures
and lattice constants, at least along certain crystal faces. For
example, Fe3Si, α-FeSi2, γ -FeSi2, and CsCl-Fe1-xSi can be
derived from a face-centered (F ) lattice with various and
interchangeable occupancies of lattice sites and tetrahedral
and octahedral interstices. This may explain conflicting reports
on the silicide phases and structures found in epitaxial
films [58–69] and on their evolution as a function of the initial
coverage and annealing temperature [70–75]. The central goal
of this paper was to distinguish between the relative bulk
(e.g., crystal structure) and size (and shape) contributions to
the measured magnetic properties. Therefore, all the relevant
silicide structures found on our surfaces had to be identified.

Figure 2(a) shows a HR STM image of a compact flat-top
island, characteristic of islands populating the surface of S1
depicted in Fig. 1(a). Lattice fringes, separated by 0.54 nm and
rotated by 45°with respect to dimer rows of the Si(001)-(2×1)
reconstructed surface between the islands are visible, forming
a well-known (

√
2×√

2)R45° aka c(2×2) reconstruction with
respect to the Si(001)-(1×1) unit cell. The LEED pattern in
Fig. 2(b) supports this determination: It showed intense base
(×1) and superlattice half-order (×2) spots from the mixed
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FIG. 3. High-resolution XPS Fe 2p3/2 core-level spectra of Fe-
silicide samples (a) S1, (b) S3, (c) S4, and (d) S5. The background
(thin continuous blue line, marked Bkgd) was subtracted using the
Shirley method. Broken line describes the envelope intensity.

(2×1) + (1×2) majority surface of bare Si and diffused c(2×2)
spots (pointed to by yellow arrows) from the minority phase
islands covering only part of the surface. As noted previously,
judging solely from ∼0.77 nm interatomic distances along
〈110〉 directions and fourfold symmetry of the c(2×2), this
reconstruction can be attributed to cubic silicide phases (Fe3Si,
γ -FeSi2, and CsCl-Fe1-xSi), tetragonal α-FeSi2, and even
(100) face of the orthorhombic β-FeSi2. Indeed, identically
reconstructed and similarly shaped Fe-silicide islands on
Si(001) have been occasionally identified as β-FeSi2 [58].
However, according to proposed growth phase diagrams,
formation of β-FeSi2 requires substantially thicker layers, with
initial coverages well in excess of 10 eq. MLs of Fe [70–75],
way beyond the coverage of samples S1–S5 in this paper.
Formation of Fe3Si was ruled out by XPS analysis of S1
and S3–S5, shown in Fig. 3. The S2 Fe photoelectron signal
was too low to analyze. The Si 2p peak is hardly affected
by the formation of silicides, and the Fe 2p3/2 peaks of
the neighboring silicide valence states are too closely spaced
for confident quantitative phase analysis. However, enhanced
metallicity of the Fe-rich (and Ni-rich) silicides causes highly
asymmetric tales on the high binding energy (BE) side of the Fe
2p3/2 peak, which is better fitted with a Doniach-Sunjic (DS)
function. This was not the case with the Fe-silicide samples
here, which exhibit rather symmetric Fe 2p3/2 peaks that
could not be well fitted with a DS function (thick continuous
red line). In our case the asymmetry parameters were in
the 0.01 < α < 0.08 range, namely an order of magnitude
lower than those extracted from Fe-rich silicides [76–78], e.g.,
0.17 < α < 0.40 [76]. The unusually high asymmetry of S1 in
Fig. 3(a) is attributed to excessive oxidation due to a prolonged
exposure to the ambient atmosphere, so better fitted with FeO
and Fe2O3 Gaussian-Lorentzian (GL) peak shapes [Fig. 3(a)].

FIG. 4. The HR-TEM (phase contrast) cross-sectional images of
the (a) flat-top S1 and (d) hut-shaped S3 [I -image STM magnified
in (e)] iron-silicide islands from Figs. 1 and 2. (b), (c) Power spectra
from lattice fringes of the submerged part of the island and of the
substrate, respectively. The power spectrum of the hut in (d) was
identical (not shown).

Cross-sectional z-contrast STEM analysis in Fig. 1(b)
revealed symmetrical facets at an angle of ∼55°with respect to
the Si(001) surface. The crystal structure of the silicide islands
is of a CaF2 prototype, as determined from the reflections in the
power spectra of HR-TEM images [cf. Fig. 4(b)]. These images
were recorded from the subsurface portions of the islands [see
Fig. 4(a)]. The power spectra in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) also show,
within the accuracy of TEM measurements, that the lattice
constant of the CaF2-based structure is indistinguishable from
that of Si (0.543 nm).

Thus, only one silicide structure matches the STM, LEED,
XPS, and TEM results and lies within the <10 eq. MLs
temperature-coverage region in the proposed growth phase
diagrams [70–75], namely the metastable CaF2γ -FeSi2 with
orientation relations to Si{001} shown in Fig. 2(c). Moreover,
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Ong et al. [79] reported for CaF2 CoSi2 on Si{001} this type
of flat-top island, with {001} || Si{001} and {111} facets on
the Si{111} planes. Furthermore, long facets of the hut-shaped
islands in sample S3, shown in Fig. 1(d) and magnified in
Fig. 4(e), formed ∼20° and ∼17° (±1.5°) angles with the
{221} plane || Si(001) surface (as measured from STM height
profile plots across numerous islands after using a line-by-line
linear combined with a three-point compensation algorithm),
corresponding to {111} and {110} CaF2 planes. The island
shapes were comparable to the fluorite CoSi2 huts on Si{001}
grown by Ong et al. [79] and by the authors [32,34] (with
flat CaF2 γ -FeSi2{221} || Si{001} interface in our case) and
exhibited fluorite lattice image and Fourier power spectrum
identical to those from the subsurface portion of the flat-top
islands [see Fig. 4(e)]. The short faces at the hut edges
were identified as {001} and {110}. The mean hut height
and standard deviation of the mean were measured by SPIP
software to be 2.0 nm ± 0.7 nm. The islands in sample S2 had
flat tops like the S1 islands, yet were taller and narrower, more
like the islands in S3, thus an intermediate of the two shapes.
These islands emerged from the lowest, submonolayer Fe
coverage and appeared featureless even at HR STM imaging.

B. Structural analysis on vicinal Si(111)

Evolution of the Fe-covered vicinal Si(111) surfaces
proceeded according to our terrace ledge kink (TLK)-based
model for silicide growth on stepped surfaces [38–40],
in agreement with other reports [56,80]. At coverages of
1–2 eq. MLs, the SO of 3D iron-silicide islands along
the step-bunch edges is possible [56,80], as in sample S5
shown in Fig. 1(f), because the adatom mean free path is
comparable with the terrace width. At higher coverages,
the probability of island formation in the midst of terraces
increases [38–40,56–80], as in sample S4 shown in Figs. 1(e)
and 5. Figure 5 shows HR STM I images of the complex
S4 surface, and Fig. 6 demonstrates our z-image STM
analysis of the surface symmetry and periodicity for the
two prevailing surface structures, identifying them as
p(2×2) and (

√
3×√

3)R30◦, respectively. Due to the above
mentioned crystallographic similarity between the majority
of possible Fe-silicide structures found in the equilibrium
phase diagram and in thin epitaxial deposits, the p(2×2) on
top of the quasicontinuous layer in Fig. 5 could terminate
most of them [56–78,80]. However, our less than 10 eq.
ML coverage narrows the selection to CaF2 (γ -FeSi2), CsCl
(Fe1-xSi), or both: Most growth diagrams show that these two
metastables can coexist in the coverage-temperature ranges
typical of our experiments [70–75]. Nevertheless, since we
found no evidence of CsCl-Fe1-xSi under similar experimental
conditions on Si(001), γ -FeSi2 seems a more likely candidate.

The most plausible candidate for the isolated
(
√

3×√
3)R30◦-reconstructed circular islands surrounded by

the p(2×2)-reconstructed layer, on the other hand, is cubic
ε-FeSi [59,65,66,81–83]. This stable monosilicide phase has
a lattice constant of ∼0.45 nm (cf. Refs. [61], [63], and [64]),
i.e., significantly smaller than that of other silicide structures
derived from the face-centered cell, with lattice constants
much closer to that of Si (∼0.54 nm). This can explain the
highly strained (>4%) silicide {111} || Si{111} and 〈110〉 (i.e.,

FIG. 5. (a) High-resolution I -image STM of the S4 sample
surface, showing mixed (2×2) and (

√
3×√

3)R30◦ structures, with
occasional (b) thickening and (c) ripening of the (

√
3×√

3)R30◦

islands.

∼0.63 nm) ||Si〈112〉 (i.e., ∼0.66 nm) orientation relations
leading to a (

√
3×√

3)R30◦, as in Figs. 5 and 6. Despite this
high strain, these relations represent the best possible match
between ε-FeSi and Si(111). Contrary to that, the best match
and lowest strain orientation relations between Si and γ -FeSi2,
CsCl-Fe1-xSi, and even tetragonally distorted α-FeSi2 are
the simplest cube-on-cube ones. On a Si(111) surface, that
means silicide {111} || Si{111} and 〈110〉 || Si 〈110〉, leading
to a well-known p(2×2) reconstruction with 0.76 nm lattice
constant corresponding to double interatomic Si distances
along 〈110〉 direction. Indeed, this low-energy reconstruction
was observed on the γ -FeSi2 film covering the S4 sample
surface [Figs. 1(e), 5, and 6], as well as on the α-FeSi2
3D islands (confirmed by TEM analysis in Ref. [40]) in S5
[Figs. 1(f) and 7(b)]. The difference in strain energy was
manifested by the relative proportion of the two in S4. Most of
the S4 surface was covered by the low-energy p(2×2) γ -FeSi2
film, speckled with only several small (

√
3×√

3)R30◦ islands,
though locally those islands could thicken [Fig. 5(b)] and even
ripen to a 3D dome shape by consuming the surrounding film
and leaving circular denuded zones around them [Fig. 5(c)].

C. Magnetic measurements

Figures 7(a)–7(c) show magnified STM images of the
characteristic silicide island shapes of samples S1–S3, respec-
tively. Figures 7(d)–7(f) show their corresponding normalized
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FIG. 6. (a) High-resolution z-image STM of the S4 sample
surface [same as the I -mode image in Fig. 5(b)], exemplifying the
(b) and (c) (2×2) and (d)and (e) (

√
3×√

3)R30◦ symmetry and
periodicity measurements in a topographic mode, using 2D power
spectrum with fast Fourier transform (FFT [top insets in (a)] and
1D FFT power spectrum (blue broken line) of profile plots (black
continuous) scanned along randomly chosen black lines in (a) parallel
to the three principle (2×2) and (

√
3×√

3)R30◦ directions. The (2×2)
and (

√
3×√

3)R30◦ unit cells in real and reciprocal space are outlined
in white and black in (a) and the insets, respectively, in excellent
agreement with the measured rotation angle of 30.6° and respective
lattice constants of 0.79 nm and 0.67 nm.

in-plane magnetization curves measured at 4 K. Top left insets
in Figs. 7(d)–7(f) magnify the central region of the corre-
sponding magnetization curves at 4 K, whereas the bottom
right insets are magnifications of the same central regions of
magnetization curves measured at 300 K. Figures 8(a) and 8(b)
show magnified STM images of the characteristic silicide
island shapes of samples S4 and S5, respectively. Figures 8(c)
and 8(d) demonstrate their corresponding normalized in-plane

FIG. 7. (d)–(f) In-plane magnetization curves at 4 K, normalized
to the saturation magnetic moment, of the (a)–(c) iron-silicide samples
S1–S3 (high-resolution I -image STM). Left-top [bottom-right] insets
in (d)–(f) are magnified central regions of magnetization curves at
4 K [300 K]. Magnetic field strength in the insets (x axes) is given in
Oersteds.

FIG. 8. (c), (d) Normalized to the saturation magnetic moment
in-plane magnetization curves at 4 K of the (a) and (b) iron-silicide
samples S1 and S3 (high-resolution I -image STM), respectively.
Left-top [bottom-right] insets in (c) and (d) are magnified central
regions of magnetization curves at 4 K [300 K]. Magnetic field
strength in the insets (x axes) is given in Oersteds.
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magnetization curves at 4 K. Top left insets in Figs. 8(c)
and 8(d) magnify the central region of the magnetization
curve of samples S4 and S5 at 4 K, whereas the bottom
right insets are magnifications of the same central regions at
300 K. Note that the magnetic field strength in Figs. 7(d)–7(f)
and 8(c) and 8(d) is given in a k Oersted scale, whereas
in the insets the scale is in Oersteds. Sample S1 showed
no hysteresis [Figs. 7(a) and 7(d)] and maintained a closed
loop even at 4 K [Fig. 7(d)]. Samples S2–S4 exhibit a SPM
response, namely an almost entirely closed loop S-shape at
RT and a narrow loop opening at 4 K, with 4 K coercivities
in the 250 Oe < HC < 400 Oe range. Sample S5 shows an
anomalously wide hysteresis loop at 4 K with coercive field
HC well above 2 kOe [Fig. 8(d)]. Out-of-plane magnetization
curves remained closed even at 4 K [40]. For samples S2–S4,
no tangible signal was detected with magnetic field applied
perpendicular to the sample surface.

IV. DISCUSSION

The results above, and those reported in the literature,
point to the fact that silicide phases and metastable struc-
tures with stoichiometries considered nonmagnetic in the
bulk can show ferromagnetic response at the nanoscale as
single-domain nanoparticles. Superparamagnetism occurs for
noninteracting single-domain nanoparticles because a single
nanoparticle is analogous to a paramagnetic atom with an
overall magnetic moment being the sum of moments inside
the particle, hence, the higher magnetic susceptibility in
comparison with a paramagnet. The simplest approxima-
tion of uniaxially anisotropic rotationally symmetric cases
is described by the Stoner-Wohlfarth model, where in the
absence of external magnetic field, the magnetic orienta-
tional potential energy has two degenerate minima with the
nanoparticle magnetic moment either parallel or antiparallel to
the anisotropy axis [5,11,12,16]. The energy barrier between
the two minima is KV , with K reflecting all the magnetic
anisotropy contributions and V is the nanoparticle volume.
Consequently, at small particle volumes, the energy barrier
becomes comparable to the available thermal energy, causing
moments to flip between the two minima above the blocking
temperature (T > Tb) within the duration of the measurement.
Therefore, increasing the magnetic anisotropy can overcome
the SPM limit by increasing the energy barrier, thus raising the
blocking temperature based on the Néel-Arrhenius activation
law [5,11,12,16–23].

While in bulk crystals magnetocrystalline anisotropy
can be most significant, in small heteroepitaxial deposits,
shape, surface, distribution or proximity, and magnetoelastic
anisotropies can dominate the MAE [12]. Using epitaxial
SA/SO nanostructure growth, some of these contributions
can be controlled by a selected combination of substrate
and deposition-annealing conditions. However, beforehand,
the existence of magnetic moments in nonmagnetic silicides
needs to be addressed.

As discussed in the Introduction, magnetic ordering of bulk
paramagnetic Si-rich disilicides has been reported, attributed
to defects [36,40,41,50–53]. Néel predicted that such defects
form at lattice symmetry-breaking sites, thus contributing
significantly to MAE [24,84]. In thin films, the most obvious

symmetry-breaking sites are surfaces and interfaces, and in
yet lower dimensional SA/SO nanoislands, edges and corners
should be accounted for. Rusponi et al. reported on this
phenomenon [20,54,85] by showing that undercoordinated Co
atoms at the perimeter of 2D Co islands on Pt contribute
20 times more magnetic anisotropy than the more highly
coordinated Co atoms within the island’s interior. Furthermore,
they have demonstrated that the magnetic response of a Pt
island decorated by a rim of Co atoms was similar to that
of pure Co islands of a similar size, proving that the rim
atoms are the main contributors to MAE. In that case, the
phenomenon was explained by augmented spin-orbit energy
due to increased local density of states near the Fermi level and
the spin magnetic moment, following 3d-electron localization
and band narrowing. Strong spin-orbit coupling of the Pt 5d

states was pointed to as an additional factor for increased MAE.
In this paper, we believe that Fe atoms with reduced

coordination at the rims of iron-silicide islands are the major
contributors of magnetic moments and anisotropy energy. If
so, MAE can be maximized by maximizing the perimeter
length and is thus expected to increase with the island rim/area
or length/width aspect ratio, namely in elongated islands, with
in-plane magnetization axis parallel to the elongation direction
due to magnetic shape anisotropy minimization of the stray
field energy [84]. Coercivity measured along an easy axis
is a relevant parameter to describe the magnetic anisotropy
of the nanoislands [22,23,86,87]. We use the coercive field
to rank the relative anisotropy of the epitaxial iron-silicide
nanoislands. Thus, we arrange the magnetization curves of our
samples not according to the substrate orientation, as in Figs. 7
and 8, but rather in the order of growing length-to-width
aspect ratio, as shown for measurements at 4 K in Fig. 9. This
results in the following ranking: S1→S4→S2→S3→S5,
with respective magnified magnetization curves shown in
Figs. 9(a)–9(e). Figure 9(f) summarizes the variation of
coercivity with the nanoisland length-to-width aspect ratio. It
is noteworthy that in sample S5, on the Si(111) substrate, the
magnetic field is applied parallel to the long, easy axis of the
SO elongated islands, unlike in the Si(001) samples (S1–S3).
In these two latter samples, two mutually perpendicular 〈110〉
directions offer energetically degenerate step orientations and
island elongation directions, resulting in a mixture of easy and
hard axes in roughly equal proportions. Figure 9 highlights the
structure-property relations in these iron-silicide nanoislands,
namely the effect of the island lateral shape anisotropy on the
coercivity. Starting with the most compact S1 islands, which
show no coercivity even at 4 K [Fig. 9(a)], the coercivity
then increases gradually with the SA island anisotropic
elongation [Figs. 9(b)–9(d)], culminating with a steep jump
from hundreds of Oersteds to thousands of Oersteds in the
most elongated SO islands in Fig. 9(e). The increasing trend
in Fig. 9(f) is apparent, though we note large error bars due
to a broad scattering of the characteristic shapes of epitaxial
SA islands (e.g., STM images shown in Fig. 1, in particular
sample S3).

Nanoislands in samples S2–S4 exhibit SPM behavior of
small, single-domain, noninteracting nanoparticles, with low
coercivity and remanence even at 4 K, and low blocking
(30 K < Tb < 50 K) and zero FC (ZFC)/FC splitting temper-
atures (70 K < Ts < 130 K). As Tb is related to the energy
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FIG. 9. (a)–(e) Magnified central regions of 4 K magnetization
curves of all the samples on Si(001) and Si(111), in the order of
increasing magnetic coercivity. Note that the x axis of S5 in (e) is in k
Oersteds, whereas the others are in Oersteds. (f) Magnetic coercivity
as a function of the mean lateral length/width aspect ratio of the
islands. Vertical error bars in (f) indicate the measurement error, and
the horizontal bars reflect large scatter of the island shapes.

barrier for magnetization reversal, the difference between Tb

and Ts reflects the size-dependent difference between the
barriers for variously sized nanoislands in the ensemble due
to the broad size distributions in our samples [11]. In other
words, Ts corresponds to a maximum blocking temperature,
TB

max, or blocking temperature of the largest nanoparticles,
whereas Tb corresponds to an average blocking temperature,
TB

ave, of the mean size nanoparticles (or the size distribution
center of gravity) [88].

These findings are evident of magnetism in even a priori
non-MNSs. As explained below, we attribute this magnetic
response to differently coordinated edge atoms. The observed
SPM behavior is consistent with the limited number of edge
atoms in the nanostructures, as well as with the sparse dis-
tribution of islands precluding dipolar interactions. Moreover,
such a coordination argument may also account for the para-
magnetic behavior of the S1 sample, comprised exclusively of
compact, isotropically shaped islands. In addition, only these
S1 nanoislands have inclined interfaces with the substrate due
to faceting [cf. Figs. 1(b) and 4(a)], which may have affected
the coordination of the rim atoms, reducing their contribution
to MAE.

The S5 nanoislands grew in a SO manner, aligning
themselves along the Si(111) step edges [Figs. 1(f) and 1(g)].

FIG. 10. High-resolution STM I -image of a typical S5 island,
with multiple edges outlined in white.

These nanoislands also differ from those of S1–S4 samples
in their shape, size, morphology, and geometry [Fig. 8(b)].
Note their unique multiterrace shape [Fig. 10] observed in
all islands [Figs. 1(f) and 1(g)], characterized by a multitude
of edges. Thus, the effective perimeter of such islands is
considerably longer than in a single-terrace island of the same
length-to-width aspect ratio. Furthermore, the proximity of
these step edges in the island can enhance internal dipolar
interactions in addition to those between islands. In some
cases, step edges are observed within atomic scale distances,
thus possibly enabling exchange interactions. Therefore, al-
though the α-FeSi2 structure [40] was not expected to be
more magnetic than γ -FeSi2 in the other samples, the S5
measured magnetic properties pointed to a more collective
form of magnetism than in S1–S4. Those collective forms of
response are manifested in the shape of magnetization and
ZFC/FC curves, blocking and splitting temperatures (Tb =

FIG. 11. The ZFC (black open circles)/FC (red filled circles)
magnetization curves for comparison of (a) S4 and (b) S5 islands
grown on the same Si(111) surface. Note the saturation and the dip
(pointed to by an arrow) in the S5 FC curve at low temperatures in
(b). Similarly, (c) and (d) show ZFC/FC magnetization curves for the
S2 and S3 samples grown on Si(001) substrates.
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175 K, Ts = 320 K), and coercivity (Hc > 2 kOe) more than
a fivefold increase compared to the highest of other samples.
These relatively high blocking and splitting temperatures can
be at least partially accounted for by a marked increase in
the number of perimeter atoms. Very close proximity of the
islands to one another along the ordering step decoration
direction implies chainlike coupling via dipolar interactions.
While dipolar interactions are weaker than direct exchange,
their collective effect on the magnetic response of the closely
spaced nanoislands in S5 may still be significant enough to
increase both the coercivity and the critical temperature (akin
to Tb in the absence of interactions). Thus, a new magnetic
state is introduced, ranging from superspin glass (SSG) to
superferromagnetism (SFM; or dipolar ferromagnetism) at
stronger interactions [6,11,22,24,89–93]. Saturation of the FC
curve at low temperatures, as in sample S5 shown in Fig. 11(b),
is evidence of collectiveness due to dipolar island-island
interactions. The shallow minimum [arrowed in Fig. 11(b)]
instead of plateau is further indicative of a more SSG
than SFM character [89,90]. In the absence of interactions,
magnetic susceptibility and hence the FC curve slope are
expected to follow approximately Curie’s ∼1/T slope. Note
that for samples S2–S4, the FC magnetization values at
low temperatures are an order of magnitude lower than for
sample S5.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We aimed at tuning the magnetic response of epitaxially
SA Si-rich silicide nanoisland arrays on Si substrates
by systematically varying the nanoisland size, shape, and
distribution. The five resulting samples with differently shaped
silicide nanoislands exhibited shape-dependent magnetic
response, including hysteretic curves in the low-temperature
blocked state. We note that none of the samples contained the
bulk-ferromagnetic Fe-rich silicide phases. We conclude the

following:
(1) Magnetism of nonferromagnetic phases is attributed

to undercoordinated atoms located at the symmetry breaking
extremities, such as nanoisland edges. This conclusion follows
from the scaling of coercive fields with the island length-
to-width aspect ratio, implying a higher contribution of the
perimeter atoms to the MAE. As the nanosilicides are of a
ferromagnetic transition metal, we assume that Fe rim atoms
generate the measured magnetic moments. We are exploring
this hypothesis further by experimenting with silicides of
nonmagnetic metals [55].

(2) So far, transition to a SPM state with reduction of
crystal size to a single domain has been associated with
ferro- or ferrimagnetic materials. This paper shows that
initial ferro- or ferrimagnetic state need not be a mandatory
prerequisite for superparamagnetism as long as there are
enough exchange-interacting atoms with magnetic moments
at the nanoisland rims.

(3) We demonstrated tuning of the magnetic anisotropy
of iron-silicide nanoisland ensembles from paramagnetic zero
coercivity through hundreds of Oersteds in the SPM state to
thousands of Oersteds, attributed to SSG.

(4) These results can pave the way to using silicides not
only as contact materials in microelectronic devices but also
as building blocks of high-density storage devices; however,
better control over uniformity of SA nanoislands is required.
Such control can be achieved using natural (such as period-
ically stepped surfaces in this research) or lithographically
defined templates.
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